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Abstract 

This paper examined writing challenges as an impediment to education and 
development in Nigeria beyond 2020. It identified Writing as an activity which 
strengthens students’ learning in any discipline by providing opportunities to 
recall, explain, apply, analyse, synthesize, or evaluate materials learned. Thus, to 
excel in academics; writing is a major tool to academic pursuit. Despite these 
laudably attribute of writing; it has been a bane to educational excellence. This 
paper x-rayed the various factors bedeviling writing to include: methodology 
problems, language inefficiency, organizational problems, inability to generate 
ideas and evaluation issues. It went further to showcase prospects of writing. It 
was substantiated that these problems are responsible for various failures in 
most fields of academic discipline because writing is the means through which 
various subjects can be accessed. It was concluded that difficulties with writing 
are devastating to education and development in Nigeria. It was recommended 
that all departments in colleges require courses in writing. 
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Education is an essential instrument for development; that is why the national policy on education 
(2013) stipulates that educational policies and programmes are geared towards optimizing learning in 
order to gain knowledge and acquire skills for self reliant and national development. The national policy 
on education encompasses educational objectives of the country; one of such is the constant emphasizes 
on literacy and numeracy at all levels of education. Ituen (2005) posited that literacy (writing) is a key 
element in education because through writing, different school subjects can be accessed since each 
subject contributes towards attainment of educational goals (development). 
 

Writing is the ability to collate ideas and organize one’s knowledge, messages or thoughts on 
paper for readers to abreast the facts and ideas so as to advance knowledge and wisdom; therefore it is a 
powerful tool for learning. Harris (2008) stated that writing is an activity that strengthens students’ 
learning in any discipline by providing opportunities to recall, explain, apply, analyses, synthesize, or 
evaluate materials learned. Writing is an integral part of all disciplines because to excel in any field of 
human endeavour, writing is a tool for academic pursuit.  Writing is a daily activity people engage in, in 
various fields of human endeavour. In the school system, students need to take down notes, write essays, 
examinations, term papers, experimental reports etc. In many jobs, one has to write letters, memos, and 
reports among others.  
 

Writing is an activity which enables a scholar to present sound arguments, develop or organize 
sophisticated or abstract ideas through creativity and critical thinking. In the sciences: experiments are 
conducted, discoveries are made and reports are written. In technology: inventions are made and 
applications of appliances are written for easy accessibility of products. For commercial purposes: goods 
and services are advertized through writing. To this end, the National Policy on Education (2013) 
specifies that students should be exposed to varieties of writing in the areas of sciences, technology and 
commercials which they must use for specific situations, purposes and occasions. Dakubu (2006) believed 
that students’ writing skills should be tailored towards generation and treatment of ideas, acquisition of 
organizational skills and then language and mechanical skills. According to him, students having acquired 
these skills, should be able to: ‘generate and treat ideas to topics, write essays with sentences that are 
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grammatically acceptable, write with acceptable mechanical accuracy and produce text that reflects 
sensitivity towards the structure and semantics possibilities of English’.  
 

In spite of these laudable functions, writing challenges still persist as identified by the Chief 
Examiner of NECO May/ June (2011) that candidate’s weaknesses observed in the scripts were mainly as 
a result of ‘inadequate exposure to the skills of writing, lack of familiarity with the required formats, 
construction of loose sentences, transliteration from the mother-tongue and abuse of the basic rules of 
grammar. The ‘Punch’ news paper, 19th December 2014 reported that 70% candidates failed November 
\December West African senior Schools Certificate Examination. In view of these, this paper examined 
the possible factors hindering writing from assisting students to access many academic fields in order for 
education to thrive for national development. 
 
Methodology Problems  

The most serious problem bedeviling writing is the methodology adopted by teachers which does 
not create conducive atmosphere for students to acquire the skills needed in writing. This is because 
teachers cannot give what they do not have. In most cases, teachers specify the end product rather than the 
process. Ituen (2005) asserted that teachers adopt the product method comprising controlled writing, 
guided writing and free writing, which does not permit students to acquire appropriate writing skills 
because product method does not create room for students to be introduced into how ideas are collected 
and treated, as a result, the teacher has not taught students the essential elements of writing.  Stewart 
(1988) in Ituen (2005) stated that teachers who adopt the product method do not know that they have 
inherited the worst features of the late nineteenth century writing. The product method is a limiting 
experience because it exists as a restraining influence on students’ creativity.  
 

Furthermore, the process method through prewriting, writing and rewriting that ought to propel 
students to acquire the desirable skills namely ability to generate ideas for topics, knowledge of 
organizational patterns and syntactic competences, in addition to maintaining coherence and cohesion 
within sentences and paragraphs is practically absent in the procedure adopted by teachers in Nigerian 
schools. Thus, students have had inadequate corrective influence from their teachers hence their 
organizational competence is low, the degree of their mechanical error is very high and their stock of 
vocabulary inadequate for the standard of expression demanded of them in writing. All these result to 
students’ lack of originality and creativity of ideas (Ezeh-Origie, 2011). 
 
Language Inefficiency 

Language inefficiency is a major source of the problem in writing because words must be 
expressed in the appropriate vocabulary (register), syntax, spellings, style and it must convey meaning. A 
grammatical analyses of students’ writing reveals the density of serious language problems. A cursory 
look at students’ writing scripts reveal lots of errors including spelling errors through  concord errors, 
tense errors, verb errors, article errors, preposition errors, vocabulary and expression errors, punctuation 
errors, awkward phrasing, unconventional grammar, inappropriate use of colloquial language, problem 
with sentence and word order. The author observed that these errors may be due to ineffective teaching 
method, carelessness, confusion between homophones, double letter words, the way students pronounce 
words and lack of interest in achieving excellence. 

 
Students are deficient in mechanical accuracy which includes: (punctuation, and spelling). 

Punctuation has a bearing on success or failure in written communication. It is a device used by writers to 
show clarity in writing without lose of meaning. Punctuation marks students commonly get confused 
about include: hyphenation, apostrophe, ellipse, semi-colon, dash, quotation marks, comma among others. 
 

Spelling is another worry in students’ writing. Grant (2001) posited that a word could be misspelt 
because the student is ignorant of the spelling rules in English. A student may not realize that there are 
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variations in the spelling of British and American words. For example: colour’ in British and ‘color’ in 
America. Students are not guided on the use of different forms. In standard usage, students use ‘color’ for 
‘colour’, they do not know how to use such patterns consistently. A student can misspell a word because 
of the way he pronounces it. This may be due to mother-tongue interference, and some words also pose 
special difficulties.  
 

Spelling errors commonly  found in most students’ scripts include: ‘site ‘for ‘sight‘, ‘hear’ for 
‘here’, ‘dose’ for ‘does’,’will’ for ‘we’, ‘where’ for’ were’, whose for who’s, its for it’s, ‘had’ for ‘heard’, 
‘once’ for ‘ones’, ‘being’ for ‘been’, ‘there’ for ‘their’, ‘know’ for ‘no’, ‘why’ for ‘while’, ‘whether’ for 
‘weather’, ‘recieve’ for ‘receive’, , concieve for conceive, course for curse, cause’ peer for pair, dear for 
dare etc. 
 

These errors may ensue as a result of interchangeable uses of homographic similar words such as  
‘bare’ and ‘bear’, ‘gorilla’ and ‘guerrilla’, ‘rain’ and ‘reign’, ‘straight’ and ‘strait’, ‘plain’ and ‘plane’, 
‘coarse’ and ‘course’, ‘bored’ and ‘board’, ‘canvas’ and ‘canvass’, ‘capital’ and ‘capitol’, ‘holey’ and 
‘holy’, ‘which’ and ‘witch’, ‘threw’ and ‘through’, ‘principal’ and ‘principle’, ‘compliment’ and 
‘complement’, ‘stationary’ and ‘stationery’, ‘price’ and ‘prize’  ‘alter’ and ‘altar’, ‘loose’ and ‘lose’, 
‘letter’ and ‘later’, ‘get’ and ‘gate’, ‘wait’ and ‘waste’.  
 

There are also wrong amalgamations of words as in alot, infact, inspite, thesame. Wrong splitting 
of words has also been identified in such words as: more over, further more, some times, now a days etc.  
 
 Concord errors are within singular subjects with plural verbs, plural words with singular verbs, as 
well as concord errors involving tenses. Tenses also pose a lot of problems to writers thus, inconsistency 
is always found in the use of tenses. There are errors in the use of irregular verbs and verb phrase forms.  
Article errors include wrong use of articles. Prepositional errors include wrong choice of preposition and 
addition of prepositions. 
 

Vocabulary or register is an indispensable tool for composition because concepts, beliefs, ideas, 
and thoughts are organized, shaped and developed into meaningful things and addressed as words. 
Mckeachie (2006) asserted that to write proficiently does not entail to acquire a large stock of words but 
the desire to use them appropriately to convey the intended meaning desirable to a particular topic or 
register. Vocabulary is another worry in students’ writing. To this end, a lot of errors have been identified 
in students’ scripts: wrong capitalization resulting to wrong use of small letters as in: peter, john, ada, 
gioria; wrong lexical items (improper register) and omission of words. There are also wrong word 
coinage, wrong collocations and idioms. Also, figures of speech that spice up good writing elude 
students’ writing. 
 

 There is equally the confusion in the usage of countable and uncountable nouns. Other errors are 
pidgin construction. Students’ sentences hardly contain more than one main clause as well as dependent 
and independent clauses are difficult to identify in students’ scripts (Schroeder, 2008). Errors are also 
found in students’ inability to handle compound and complex sentences. Subordination is seldom found in 
students’ essay and there is lack of coordination and interpretation of information and ability to structure 
ideas so as to give unity and coherence to the work as well as the inability to connect sentences by means 
of conjunctions. There is also literal translation of the vernacular into English: shoe mother (instead ‘My 
mother’s shoe’). 
 

The problems of writing have also been identified by the Chief examiners of West African 
Examination Council (2011) as resulting from candidate’s weaknesses. The weaknesses include: (Wrong 
use of the full stop and the question marks, wrong spelling as well as wrong tenses and wrong tense 
sequences, wrong use of the singular verbs where the plural forms are required, unidiomatic expressions 



as well as ignorance of the names and functions of basic grammatical structures and indiscriminate 
reproduction of portions of the set passages.) 
 

Besides, the modern technology, the email, instant messages, slangs and word abbreviations 
commonly used online is posing a lot of constrains to language use. Students no longer follow standard. 
Students chat in secret language through text messages. The sent messages in coded languages is another 
worry to writing as these coded languages have found their way into students’ essays, report writing, 
examinations, assignments etc. These coded languages which are very much difficult to decipher by the 
reader include: ‘tnx’ for thanks, ‘u’ for you, ‘dis’ for this, ‘gud’ for good, ‘2’ for to, 4 for 8 for ate, ACK 
for acknowledge, BAU for business, tym for time, txt for text etc  
 
Problems of Generating Ideas 

The problems of teaching writing include the inability of the writer to have enough ideas about 
the subject (content). Davis (2009) believed that Students lack relevant information or data about the topic 
of the essay. They lack ability to source for information through: interviews, observation, experiences and 
reading. They equally lack the ability to reason and think deeply about the topic at hand, which involve a 
form of brainstorming. There is the problem of presenting ideas, theories or data that are focused on facts 
or events. There is also the inability to question the topic or subject by such questions as: what is the 
purpose of the writing? What points are relevant to the topic, do points raised develop, support or prove 
the topic? Are the points fully established? As a result of these lapses, the write-up lacks content and 
constructs validity. 
 

Students lack reading culture, which is reading of relevant texts for information. Reading helps 
one to gather ideas and improve on spelling a great deal. The more one reads and the more difficult 
materials one reads, the more likely one remembers information and what a particular word looks like. 
Students lack experiences and their observational capabilities is very low as to bring their experiences to 
bear in similar situations. Thus, their ideas are most times inadequate and inappropriate to the topics. 
 
Organizational Problems 

Style and organization are the bane of writing. Gottschalk (2004) posited that style is the pattern 
of writing, the ability to write for a particular audience, purpose and situation and the ability to choose the 
most appropriate words to apply grammatical structures to match the subject matter or register as it relates 
to the field of human endeavour. The purpose of writing may suggest a particular style, for example, 
writing in anthropology, astronomy, business, sports, music, education, politics, sciences, psychology, 
agriculture, sociology as well as reports of experiments, writing manuals for technology appliances, 
commercial write-ups, and persuasion in advertisement, giving information in description, speech writing, 
essay writing, report writing, letter writing and expression of feelings as in poetry. Each has its special 
register and favorite grammatical structures. Students are unable to stick to the conventions of each field 
of human activity because of its restricted forms of words, phrases and sentences. 
 
 Jack (2009) posited that organization (paragraph structures) is one area in which students are 
deficient. Organization of an essay has three essential features: an introductory paragraph, the body of the 
essay which comprises several paragraphs, and the conclusion. Each paragraph must contribute to the 
whole essay. Students lack the ability to organize ideas logically from the beginning through the mid to 
the end. Different types of writing: Narratives, descriptive, argumentative, expository, and letter writing 
have different patterns of logical internal organization. Students lack knowledge of organizing ideas 
which is by ‘spatial order’, ‘chronological order’ and ‘logical order’. Students often put too much in a 
paragraph, and as a result, ideas are not sufficiently developed and there is also the problem of the use of 
topic sentences and supporting ideas in developing the topic. A topic sentence cannot easily be identified 
in a student’s work; every sentence appears like a separate topic sentence.  



Writers find it difficult to organize their ideas as clearly as possible for readers. They lack cohesive 
devices which are essential for showing relationships among parts of an essay. They equally lack 
coherence which is essential for relationship among sentences and paragraphs structure within an essay. A 
paragraph has coherence if its sentences are woven or linked together or has relationship with one 
another. The relations are signaled by certain grammatical or lexical devices such as synonyms, lexical 
repetition, super ordinate terms and such connectives as: ‘or’, ‘and’, ‘however’, ‘nevertheless’ and others. 
Furthermore, sentence varieties are not maintained in paragraphs; students’ writing lack active and 
passive voices and direct and indirect speeches are absent in students’ writing, even assertive and 
interrogative sentences are not reflected. 
 
Evaluation issues 

Teachers need to face the problems of assessing and correcting written work. Composition is 
often evaluated by the number of errors (vocabulary. grammar, mechanical accuracy as well as the quality 
of the content and organization). Errors are usually circled in red; the teacher’s attitude to the errors in the 
student’s work is significant because a negative approach may tend to discourage the students.  
 

Students are not always involved in peer correction of their own work. Students lack knowledge 
of mechanical properties and their linguistics categories as well as causes of errors. Teachers also lack 
knowledge of error analysis in carrying out linguistic analyses of students’ writing. Teachers do not 
involve the students in group composing and in correcting grammatical and other errors in students’ 
writings. Bean (2011) believed that ‘errors are integral parts of learning and they provide windows into 
the hypotheses students make as they learn a second language. To this end, students should be exposed to 
identify, describe, classify and explain errors in linguistic terms. 
Although, there are lots of challenges confronting writing. Murray (1987) in Bowles (2009) in his book 
‘write to learn’ identified the need to write: 

 
Sometimes we write just for ourselves, to record what we have seen, felt or 
thought. Sometimes, we write to celebrate experience. Many times we write just 
to find out what it all means, for by writing; we can stand back from ourselves 
and see significance in what is close to us. Most of the time, however writing is 
a private act with a public result. We write alone to discover meaning. But once 
meaning is discovered, once we understand what we have to say and then we 
want or need to share it with other people. Sometimes that need precedes the 
impulse to write. We perceive an assignment and have to write a paper, an 
examination, a memo for a boss, a news story. We may have to report an 
experience, turn in a poem, write a skit, send out fund-raising publication, create 
a job resume, and complain about being budgeted for a bill we have already 
paid. There are hundreds of writing tasks we have to perform. We may have to 
write speeches, books, brochures, letters of sympathy, and case histories on 
patients. In all these writings one has to go back to gather information and 
structure it as to make meaning out of it. 

 
Prospects of Writing 

For a nation’s educational goals and aspirations to be accomplished, the school must mount 
pressure on acquisition of writing skills because writing as observed by Harris (2008) strengthens 
students’ learning in any discipline by providing opportunities to recall, explain, apply, analyses, 
synthesize, or evaluate materials learned. Continuous writing based on evidence in formal essay assist 
students to devise persuasive, analytical and interpretative arguments in various fields of study.  
 

Writing plays a major role as a written communication in major fields of activities. Writing 
activities can be employed to diagnose learning difficulties, assess students’ mastery of concepts and 
ability to express their emotions and thoughts about their discipline in reflective and creative ways. 



Writing is an instrument in preserving history, dissemination of knowledge through mass media, 
formation of legal laws as well as assists modern technologies like computer network for data storage. It 
serves as an enhancer in the development of modern technology, base on application of micro-electronics 
and telecommunications. The writings of scientific investigation that deals with summary, observation, 
problem solving, hypothesis, experimentation, theorizing and conclusion are all written in form of books, 
articles for presentation in seminars or workshops (Ezeh-Origie, 2011).  

When one writes frequently he has the capacity to formulate ideas, play with words, achieve 
greater density of expression and organize his thoughts more effectively. Ezeh-Origie (2011) anticipated 
writing to provide students with opportunities to generate and develop ideas, draft theses, create and 
support arguments, write drafts, review, revise and proofreading. All these are skills that are needed to 
access other disciplines. 
 
Conclusions 
(1) Writing challenges is an impediment to Education and Development in Nigeria beyond 2020. 
(2) Problem identified is problem half solved therefore teachers should proffer solutions to these 

inhibitors of learning to save education from total collapse. 
(3) Constant writing creates room for greater expression and organization of thoughts. 
(4) Writing provides a set of good writing skills to apply to whatever writing task students might 

encounter in other disciplines. 
(5)  Poor writing process interfere with learning. if a student fails to develop certain basic writing skills, 

he will not be able to with stand the speed and fluency required to excel in other subjects; so 
Improvement in writing go hand in hand with development of other non-writing specific skills. 

 
Recommendations 

1. It was recommended that all departments of colleges should mount courses in writing.  
2. During writing, students should be exposed to collection and treatment of ideas, in addition to 

abreast the conventions and argons of that discipline.  
3. Students should be inducted to acquire appropriate writing skills that will enable them showcase 

discovery and inventions in their discipline so as to advance knowledge for development in 
Nigeria beyond 2020. 
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